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These first two volumes of A strange) mixture of all sorts present 
42 derivations from a telegraphic vocabulary that was years in the making, 
but never adopted. That volume is John Macdonald his A Naval, Military 
and Political Telegraphic Dictionary, Numerically Arranged, which was pub-
lished together in one volume with his Treatise Explanatory of a New System 
of Naval, Miltary and Political Telegraphic Communication &c., &c. in 1817. 
A scan of the New York Public Library copy is available via Google Books; 
I have also consulted the copy at Harvard’s Houghton Library.
 All 42 of these pieces were posted at asfaltics between September 23, 
2012 and June 11, 2015. Two of them were slightly revised for this print 
version.
 I adopted the erasure mode of de/composition in order to retain the 
directional opportunities afforded by the three-column arrangement of 
the vocabulary, whereby one might read – or write – down or up, left 
or right, as the array might best work in a particular reading or circum-
stance. Method involved printing out three copies of a source page: one 
(untouched) for reference, two for marking up in two or more colors of pen 
or pencil. Some pages yieled several derivations. As a signal officer might 
pore back and forth through a code book to gain familiarity with its phras-
es, so did I conduct my reading/writing, and so might my reader. Any one 
of these pieces can be read more than one way, and any page, or sequence 
of pages of Macdonald’s telegraphic vocabulary can theoretically yield 
countless different results.
 That vocabulary is arranged in 99 Classes, each containing 999 phrases, 
followed by 42 classes in roman numerals x-xl, xl-lii (also containing 
999 phrases). The vocabulary is enormous (141 × 999 = 140,859 terms), 
thorough, occasionally idiosyncratic. The system of classes is a function of 
economy in signalling at land or sea (three masts), by flag or other means.
 My derivations are arranged by Class, not chronology; each is accompa-
nied by index terms (tags in the asfaltics posts) and date of posting.
 Volume iii presents a further 15 derivations, in a conventional 
(non-erasure) format, accompanied by images where they had initially been 
so paired.

John Macdonald (1759?-1831) was a polymath military engineer 
whose career with the East India Company spanned the years 1780-1806. 
Stationed for years in India and at Bencoolen (West Sumatra), he carried 
out various surveying and engineering projects, and also experimented 
with fuses. He devoted his retirement to devising a signal system and this 
telegraphic vocabulary, and to penning scientific and other articles and let-
ters for literary and philosophical journals of the day. He wrote a treatise 
on the practice, theory and harmonic system of the violincello.

3 preface

http://asfaltics.tumblr.com
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directory at 
http://jmcvey.net/astrangemixtureofallsorts/index.htm

John Macdonald and his telegraphic dictionary discussed 
further at
http://jmcvey.net/cable/signal/index.htm



5 

an ample field for

Class 2
ands; annals of history
May 12, 2013



7 

blinded blunt, bolder, both at once, both to look

Class 5
blind; blundering; boths
April 23, 2013



9 

blind borrowings, bold, both alike

Class 2
blind borrowings; bold; both alike; wind, contrary
April 23, 2013



11 

to bring in, bring out

Class 5
breath; breathings; bridges; brings
August 28, 2014



13 

to derive, descried

Class 10
depths; descried
December 28, 2012



15 

determinations, 3

Classes 10 and 11
indeterminate; determinations; determined; soundings
December 28, 2012



17 

differences, digressions

Class 11
difficulties; differences; diffuse; digressions; dilatory; dimness of light
June 11, 2015



19 

emptied, emptied out, encamped in a fine country

Classes 13 and 14
emptiness; encampment; ends
April 4, 2015



21

everies. exact.

Classes 14 and 15
evens; eventide; everies; toll
December 9, 2012



23

find a difficulty

Class 16
fields; difficulty; instances; filtering stones; findings
May 25, 2014



25 

he was, or were, 1

Class 41
he was or were ’s; incompletion
December 6, 2012



27 

he was, or were, 2

Class 41
anchored, not; was or were ’s; wasn’t’s
December 6, 2012



29

a few words set loose in the heat

epigram from Jacques Dupin (1927-2012), “Songs of 
Rescue” (Une Apparence de Soupirail) no. 60, Paul Auster, 
trans., in Jacques Dupin, Selected Poems (1992)

Class 45
a few words; heat; words; he would write; he would wrong
July 15, 2013



31

knowing as he did, that

Class 55
autisms; knotty points; laconics
June 14, 2013



33

late. late intelligence. lateness

Class 55
larks; lasts; lates; lay apart; lay down
January 3, 2014



35

lettuces and greens

Class 56
less; lessons; lests; lettered; lettuces and greens
June 9, 2015



37

many, 1

Class 58
many; marches; rivers; roads; schemes; snares; superfluities
May 4, 2013



39 

many, 2

Class 58
design, marred; many; maps; reasons; reverses; signs; wonders; woods
May 4, 2013



41 

many, 3

Class 58
many; reductions; representations; sums; truths; voyages
May 4, 2013



43 

many, 4

Class 58
many; repetitions; stipulations; storms; suppositions; tricks; 
troubles; wrongs
May 4, 2013



45 

many, 5

Class 58
many; woulds; tumults
May 5, 2013



47 

missings

Class 60
mishaps; mishmash; misling rain; missings; mistakes
June 19, 2013




